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This Thesis entitled Humbert’s Obsession towards Dolores Haze (Lolita) in Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita. The researcher used descriptive qualitative method during the research since the aim of this study is to find out Humbert’s Obsession towards little girl Dolores Haze in Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita. The objectives of this thesis that the researcher wants to deliver are to describe the general description of Humbert Humbert as the main character, to describe the conflict and setting experienced by Humbert, and to explain the Lolita Complex syndrom which related to the Obsession of Humbert Humbert towards little girl Dolores Haze (Lolita).

The researcher choose descriptive qualitative method and library research to analyze this research and gain some information, both main sources and other sources that support the topic. The researcher using structural approach to analyze the general description, conflict and setting. For analyze the obsession of the main character, the researcher using psychological approach.

The result of the study shows that Humbert Humbert described as a loney, charming guy, love underage girl, obsessed, anxious, insecure, curious, a good father, fragile, over protective, and a bad temper person. He experiences internal conflict against himself and also the external conflicts against social, Charlotte, Lolita, and Clare Quilty. Lolita complex syndrom is found in Humbert’s psychological condition in order to his obsession towards Dolores Haze (Lolita).
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